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Ashita moshi kimi ga inakute hitorikiri moshi hashiru no
nara
Ashita moshi shinjiru koto ga nanimo ka mo mienaku
nattara

You should have already learned about the power,
ooo~
The power of courage and of love, ooo~ (and of love)
I know you want to keep running to your bright future
But you got the strength to follow through
Without hurting anyone

Kimi ga suki datta yappari suki datta
Toki ni wa wagamama dattari michi wo hazushite kowai
kedo
Kekkyoku sugoku yasashikute

Nannenmo kimi wo mite kita dore hodo no kiseki wo
mite kita

The power that we have it pours out from deep within
Is the love that we had inside our hearts
It all goes down in the last ten years of the century
So how you're gonna explain this to your children

Kimi ga suki dakara yappari suki dakara
Toki ni wa mitasarezu atari chirashite meiwaku kaketa
ne
Kekkyoku sugoku yume mite ita kara

You are the one, you are the one
You are the one, you are the one
Toki ni wa mecha kucha dattari de nage dashitai kedo
Kekkyoku nikumenai sonzai

You are the one (you are the one) don't you know
You are the one, ooo~ ooo~ ooo~

Toki ni wa mitasarezu sakenda koto mo atta ne
Demo kekkyoku yume wo oikaketeru
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Kimi ga suki datta yappari suki datta
Toki ni wa wagamama dattari michi wo hazushite kowai
kedo
Kekkyoku sugoku yasashikute

Yoake goro mirai no koto wo sukoshi demo kimi to
hanasetara
Ashita kara motto jiyuu ni ai ya yume egaite kureru ne
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